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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD.
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, S02 ONZ — TELE 20855

The Metal Model Soldier Manufacturers run by Wargamers for Wargamers offer the
lowest priced metal figures ANYWHERE covering the periods between ANCIENT EGYPT
to the BRITISH COLONIAL 1880s inclusive.

We are pleased to announce new figures in the English Civil War and
Napoleonic Periods (Dick went to see Cromwell and Waterloo for inspiration)
as well as some 'odd ball1 pieces - the Medieval Artillery designed by Bob
O'Brien and the others designed by that arty chap who has taken up lock
picking for a hobby. Yes, he escaped yet again as you will note.

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

E.C.W. 21 S Royalist Musketeer Priming Musket Pan.
E.C.W. 22 S Royalist or Roundhead Musketeer Loading Musket.
E.C.W. 2J S Dragoon Firing.
E.C.W. Zk S Royalist Pikeman at the Ready (Receiving).
E.C.W. 25 S Royalist Pikeman Advancing.
E.C.W. 26 S Roundhead Pikeman Advancing.
E.C.W. 27 S Roundhead Pikeman Attacking.
E.C.W. 28 S Royalist Officer Attacking or Advancing.
E.C.W. 29 S Roundhead Officer Advancing.
E.C.W. 36 S Standard Bearer (Puritan Dress).
E.C.W. 31 S Artilleryman Firing Gun.
E.C.W. 32 S Artilleryman with Ram.
E.C.W. 33 S Artilleryman Laying Gun.

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD

R.N. 18 S Russian Pavlov Guard Advancing*

D.B.N. 2 S Belgian of the Dutch Belgian Infantry Advancing.
D.B.N. 6 S Dutch of the Dutch Belgian Infantry Advancing.

B.N. 5 S British Line Infantryman Firing.
B.N. 25 S British Line Infantryman Kneeling.
B.N. kj> S British Rifleman Firing.
B.N. kk S British Rifleman Loading.

F.N. 9 S Polish Voltigeur Advancing.
F.N. 5 S French Chasseur or Grenadier Firing.

Pt.N. 1 S Portuguese Cacadore Advancing.

S.N. 1 S Spanish Line Infantryman Advancing.
S.N. 3S Spanish Light Infantryman de Valence.
S.N. 5S Spanish Grenadier de la Romana.
S.N. 7 S Spanish Infantryman Regiment Victoria.

ARTILLERY & PIECES

N.F.A. 11 S Baron Larrey's Flying Ambulance Set.
Ambulance, Two Horses and Driver £l„OOp.

N.F.A. 12 S French Caisson ^5p«

M.F.A. 5 S Organ Gun 25P-
M.F.A. 6 S Gabion 5p°
M.F.A. 7 S Fascines (Two) 5p-

FUTURE PLANS

Dick has at last got around to Dave Millward's list of 16th Century "wants"
so by the end of March there should be a comprehensive list of Infantry and
cavalry AND MORE.

Commercial Director—NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director—RICHARD HIGGS
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EDITORIAL

This magazine is being ..ompiled during the
first few days of March and, in itself, this is
a rather frustrating task because lying untidily
on the floor in front of me as I write are about
a thousand envelopes, stacked in piles of twenty,
containing the February and March editions of the
Newsletter which have not been able to be sent
out because of the Postal strike. By the time you
read this the strike will be over - it has to be
otherwise you would not have got the magazine!
Although there is no fault to be placed at the
door of Wargamer's Newsletter, I am sorry that
you are going to have to read at least two if not three months editions together. I
am going on holiday for a fortnight early in April so that if the strike is not
settled by then it looks as though the February and March editions will not reach you
until the end of April at least!

Because of lack of inward mail, there have been no magazines to review so the
feature "Looking Around" is not with us this month. In fact the only magazine that
has reached me is "SOLDIER" which came through the letterbox by some mysterious means
- apparently the Army have an efficient postal service all their own!

I have been wargaming for more than fifteen years and have yet to find a settled
book of rules that suits me! I suppose it is within the trend of the game that we
should never be satisfied with the way in which we attempt to realistically simulate
warfare on a table-top. Perhaps there is a moral to be found somewhere in the manner
we "pinch" little bits and pieces from other peoples rules, mould them and fiddle
around to fit them into the fabric of our own rules. At present, we are fighting
horse-and-musket wargames with an amalgam of various sets of rules but with firing
and melee systems based to a certain extent on the Ancient Wargames Rules of the
Ancient Wargames Research Group. Our present obsession lies in trying to do away
with the restriction that the four sides of a wargames table represent "the end of
the world" so that a unit can anchor its flank or rear on one of these sides and be
come immune in a God-like fashion. Last night we carried out a new system which we
feel may well have solved the problem. At the same time we are tackling in an un
usually flexible manner the question of wargames between armies of different numeri
cal strength, that their size being unknown to the opponent and only made aware to
their commander at the start of the game. No doubt many readers have already tackled
these problems for one of the greatest attractions of wargaming lies in the fact that
it is a sort of "cottage" industry in which we are all working alone yet in conjunc
tion and in a manner that basically suits our own tastes. .™«~m#™iw

DON FEATHERSTONE.
Subscription rates;-

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#5.50 in U.S.A. and Canada).

Full page
Half Page

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

£6.00 (#16.00).
£3.00 (#8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

Classified adverts 1p (2 cents) per word.

£1.50p (#^.00)
75P (#2.00)



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

PRINCIPLES OF THE EMPLOYMENT OF INFANTRY

Frederick's System

His order of battle was in two lines - Infantry
in three ranks. Both lines deployed - first with
eight yards between battalions; second had fewer bat
talions, with greater intervals to make flanks co
incide. Frederick never used skirmishers.

«VH US8 meQ TlG wefl disciplined, and his system of tactics was to form his line
obliquely, and to outflank his adversary.

t-^A Je advan°ed in ,two ^"s of open columns in a direction perpendicular to his in
tended line of attack, and wheeled into lines when arrived at the required position!

^^l^tr11^^ °l Frederick'8 system was that his force, by continually advancing,
llilT.l V Tmy f°rminS a freSh fr°nt' and the d^order re-acted on the remainder when endeavouring to support those engaged.

00O00

It J^JH "°SLma£ked uhau " a11 the ^S11511 victories during the Hundred Years War
FnJ!?^ yli \r?Ct Wh° attacked and trudged up the hills in their armour. The
55J?2«! I I SJ?0d/b0Sti WaitinE in their Str°ng' carefully °*»« defensivethem! Perfectly fesh for combat when the exhausted Frenchmen came to grips with

00O00

The early fourteenth century saw the evolution of a coherent military system
solSLritv i? a.Sinel! Jactical scheme the distinctive power of archery, the defensive
solidarity of dismounted men-at-arms and, when necessary, the offensive power of
mounted troops. Edward I realised the virtues of archery in attack to break up a de
fensive infantry formation and its power in defence when based on a formation of dis
mounted knights and men-at-arms.

00O00

T^e 1V15«1 century Swiss soldiers used their national weapon, the eight foot
halberd, a heavy spear with a sharp-pointed head and a hatchet-like blade at the
front, with a strong hook or spike at the back to drag men from their saddles. There
were several types of halberd - bills, guisarmes, voulges, fouchards ... all murder
ous weapons at close quarters. Some of them had blades almost 30 inches long and
wielded by brawny Swiss arms these terrible weapons could shear through armour, flesh
and bone like-a knife through butter. The halberdiers were usually stationed at the
centre of the column, guarding the banner; when the column was brought to a stand
still by a sudden foe, the halberdiers issued out of the side and rear ranks and
slashed at the enemy flanks. Sometimes they were held in reserve for the final
slashing attack. It was a Swiss halberd that struck down Leopold of Austria in 1386
and in 1V?7 laid open the head of Charles of Burgundy from crown to chin.

00O00

Fanatics and "Fuzzy-Wuzzies"; Kings, Princes, Rajahs and Chiefs; Mullahs, Monks
and Mandarins, Africans, Asians, Maoris, Sikhs, Zulus, Kaffirs, Afridis, Pathans,
Mahrattas, Baluchis, Afghans and even rebellious Canadian half-breeds first defied,
and then accepted British rule. Small expeditions, often unsuitably equipped, went
out to take on superior numbers of warrior-races fighting on their own terrain. The
red-coated or khaki clad men from every county in Great Britain marched in slow mov
ing columns; elephants jostled camels, bullocks plodded with donkeys and yaks, mules
clattered and jingled as they carried the little mountain guns.

00O00

Their heads all stooping low, their points all in a row,
Like a whirlwind on the trees, like a deluge on the dykes,

Our cuirassiers have burst on the ranks of the Accurst
And at a shock have scattered the forest of his pikes.



SOME SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE "STRATEGICAL" WARGAMING

by

Dr. Enrico Manfredi (of Pisa, Italy)

Many wargamers consider their hobby as chiefly based around tactical actions
carried out by model soldiers on a miniature battlefield. This game, as well as
chess, gives the measure of the relative skills of the opposing wargaraers (plus a
certain allowance for chance) provided that the two armies on the battlefield are of
nearly equal strength.

This situation, which is standard in wargaming, has been all but exceptional in
every real war. As a matter of fact, whenever the technical level of both armies has
become, in most cases, an indecisive one. By this reason every general has always
endeavoured to get the s'-i-onger on the battlefield <*nd has been reluctant to engage
himself if this condition could not be satisfied.

In the history of the Napoleonic campaigns there is perhaps only one major
action deliberately engaged (and won) by the Emperor against adverse odds: Austerlitz.
Notwithstanding the technical superiority of the French Army above its contemporaries,
the Emperor relied much on his strategical ability to gather on the decisive battle
field more troops than the adversary.

The importance of strategy is self-evident and it must not be neglected in war-
gaming. Many suggestions have therefore been given to determine the way of the en
gagement between two opposing armies. Most of them have been reported in D.F.
Featherstone's "Advanced Wargames". The best system is, by far,"conducting a simulat
ed campaign on the map, on to which each wargamer moves his forces, in agreement with
some previous planning. This system, if properly worked out, may well become self-
sufficient, i.e., it may be able to allow a complete wargame to be conducted without
any model soldier tactical action. By the way it needs one (or plus) umpire to de
cide about the information which may be supplied to each player, etc., so that it may
become too much time consuming. Sluggishness can destroy every enjoyment in wargam
ing, and every means to speed up the game must be carefully considered.

The first, and the most simple one, is to establish how long each move must last.
If it is assumed that each move (i.e. the movement of an army corps along a determin
ed distance) is equal to "X" hours in "real" time, the players must be allowed a "Y"
time to carry out the movements of the whole of their forces. I think that fr is
important, to save precious time, this "decisional" time "Y" would be confined between
two or three minutes if each move acts for an hour in real time, and so on if each
move acts for a longer time. This rule adds something to the realism also, since the
orders which rule the movements of an army on the field are the result of many time
consuming activities. The sum of the times requested by these activities is such to
allow the Commanders but few minutes to make up their minds.

If it is important that the players should not lose too much time in a dragging
contemplation of their maps, in a true chess player fashion, it is even more import
ant that the surveying work of the umpire should be made as easy and swift as poss
ible. To this aim some devices may be usefully employed.

The simplest one is based on a "gridded" map of that portion of the country
which is of interest for the operation planned (i.e. the region between Bruxelles and
Charleroi if Waterloo is to be refought). On the gridded map each square should re
present an area equal to the zone needed by a 25,000 man army corps to form up. The
position of each square is determined by a group of letters and/or numbers (i.e. S48).
If the identification pattern of a map is completely different from that used on the
opposing one, verbal declarations of the positions assumed by the opposing forces may
be allowed. That particular square called S*f8 on the Wellington map may be the 32YZ
on the Napoleon one. Since the umpire may be provided with a third map carrying both
types of identification patterns (which may be usefully written with two different
colours) he is able to transfer the position of both armies on his map and to give
the necessary information to the players, provided the conditions of a proper realism
are satisfied. The composition of each force must be reported on an opposite board.
By this way the umpire is able to assess whether a determined force-mark acts for the
whole infantry army corps or for a simple cavalry regiment. (See fig. 1).

This method is, by the way, not free from its own defects. When there are high-
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ly dispersed armies, the time requested by the umpire to conform his map to the move
ments of the adversaries can be quite long; moreover some mistake is unavoidable. If
the same campaign is to be repeated by the same players, the identification patterns
must be altered. Furthermore, there is a tendency of the players to discover the
enemy forces more through his declarations than by strategical considerations.

A much better system may be developed through the manufacture of a device which
allows an easy superimposition of the players' maps under the umpire's eyes. A sys
tem which gives satisfactory results is based on a board which carries at its extreme
positions the players' maps and at its centre the umpire's one (See fig.2). Two
double slots rails of commercial type must be mounted at the board upper and lower
ends. Into the rails slots two plexiglas (perspex) panels are so able to slide and
superimpose easily. Each panel may be, by this way, either superimposed over a
player's map or over the umpire's one. Two stops on the rails allow the panels to
slide between two positions only. Two screens prevent each player seeing other than
his own map.

To report the position of his forces each player may simply draft their posi
tions on the plexiglas panels with a grease pencil or with a chinograph pen. The
gridded map aids to evaluate the distance an infantry or cavalry unit can march along
each move. The drafting system becomes unsatisfactory when complicated manoeuvring
is carried out so that many courses intersects or are run over by different forces.
To overcome this fault it is also possible to use tiny symbols for each unit (i.e.
small flags) which may be easily stuck and unstuck on and from the plexiglas panels
by means of a small amount of tape.

Since these systems allow a certain amount of inaccuracy in the positions of the
opposing forces, I think it may be worth introducing a further improvement by means
of drilling into the plexiglas panels a small hole for each square on the gridded
map. Into these holes may be, by this way, introduced the point of a drawing pin
(see fig.3) acting for a determined unit and showing, on its back, an appropriate
symbol. To drill these two or three thousand holes into the plexiglas panels, clamp
ed together, may be a relatively simple work provided to use a handy, lightweight
power drill.

By the above described device, at each move each player must simply carry out
his planned movements. The umpire then slides both panels over his map and he is
immediately able to determine whether two or more forces are within sighting, or even
gunnery, range, if one has cut the adversary's communications line and so on. He
informs the players of these facts, then slides back the plexiglas panels.

Using such a battle board it is possible to save so much "dead1' time that a 30-
move game lasts no more than 3ir hours, as to determine the local weather and visibil
ity condition, to control logistical problems of supplies, etc.

In some typesof campaign a three players game may be of interest. A typical
situation is the Waterloo campaign of 1815. Wellington's and Blucher's conducts have
been quite independent, and so is the information they received from the enemy and
from the Allies.

To reproduce, as faithfully as possible, this condition, with its delays in the
inter-allies communications, it is worth to use a three players bat Lie board. The
best system should be to add a third sliding plexiglas panel into a rail perpendicu
lar to the others, so that this panel could move between the umpire position and one
in front of him. By this development the battle board can well become intolerably
cumbersome. I think, for this reason, that it is possible to play a three adver
saries game by adding together the sliding panels system to the gridded map one. The
"French" commander sits in front of the umpire and he is provided with a simple map.
The "Allies" use the battle board positions at the umpire's sides. By this way it is
possible to carry out the game in a quite realistic fashion, since the only form of
communication between the Allies is provided by couriers which ride from one head
quarter to the other, carrying written messages. An example of how the system works
is given by the following Waterloo campaign.

At the beginning (dawn of 15th June) the French have five Corps concentrated at
Beaumont, near the Sambre River, plus a minor one at Philippeville. The Allies have
their corps somewhat scattered between Brussels,". Charleroi, Liege and Mamur. Two
of their corps (Wellington's II Corps, and Blucher's IV Corps) are actually "out" of
the players' maps and are only able to come in from Ghent and from Liege respectively
with predetermined delays (10 and 13 hours). The French moved to cross the Sambre

near Mauburge, proceeding in "battalion carre" formation and screening their move-
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ments with the four cavalry Corps. The Allies counter measures began with a 6 houro
delay and, as previously agreed between their Commanders, they marched to concentrate
the British 1st and Reserve Army Corps, plus the Prussian 1st, 2nd and 3rd Corps be
tween Quatre Bras and Nivelles; the Prussian 1st Corps was also ordered to fight a
delaying action at Charleroi, provided the French would attack there. The British
(See fig. k) arrived at Nivelles first and took position around the town. At sunset
of June 15th they began to get anxious about their exposed position, since the French
cavalry had captured two couriers reporting the regular progress of the Prussian
Army and had prevented the British operating an effective reconnaisance. At dawn on
June 16th the British withdrew from Sivelles, retreating towards Brussels where they
were directing their 2nd Corps too. When, at last, the Prussians arrived near
Nivelles they found., themselves alone, while the French were just coming out of the
woods east of Braine le Compte. The Prussian faced resolutely the French attack,
hoping in an immediate relief from the British which were by now arrived at Hont
Saint Jean. For about three hours the Prussians held their ground against an over
whelming superiority, since their 3rd Corps was somewhat late and their 'fth was
further behind. At last, in spite of the fact that the British were just arriving,
they were defeated and retreated in disorder.

This particular game has been conducted on the strategical map only and it last
ed about 2-J hours. The tactical action results have been assessed by the aid of a
computer, which calculates the most probable course of a Napoleonic battle, provided
that the composition of each array and the time of arrival of reinforcements can be
determined.

By the way a model soldier battle could also be carried out. It should begin
with the outposts contact near Nivelles and properly adding the reinforcements as they
are able to join the battle.

(As a matter of curiosity there (See Fig. 5) are the outputs of the computer, as
evaluated for the "true" Waterloo data and for the •Nivelles Battle' ones. As it may
be observed, there is a good agreement between the duration and total losses in the
real case and in the calculated one. So the battle of Nivelles result can be assumed
as reliable enough.)

The strategical game system that has been described, obviously, is not entirely
free from its own faults. The most important ones are the following:-

1. The information and communication delays between the same army are not proper
ly reproduced.

2. Too much is left, in some cases, to the personal estimate of the umpire.
3. There is some difficulty to assess the results of those minor actions which

arise during the campaign and are not worth to be singularly worked out by
the computer or on the battlefield.

These faults are less obvious if the system is used for naval wargaming, as
originally conceived, in the Dreadnough era. A 'Jutland' may be quite faithfully
reproduced, and I can assure you it is not easy for the British Admiral to force the
Germans into a decisive action. A 'Hunt' of the Bismarck is, perhaps, the ideal sit
uation to exploit the system possibilities. When the air power is an important
factor, on the contrary, the system is less satisfactory.

By all these reasons I think it is possible to add many more improvements to
strategical wargaming, and I shall be glad to read any comment, suggestion or even
criticism about this question.

FIG. 3. .vnTERLOO: DATA

ALLIES: British - 1st, 2nd and Reserve Corps plus Cavalry (70,000 men + 1^,000
Horsemen and 196 guns)

Prussian - 'fth Corps arrives at 5 p.m.
1st and 2nd at 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. respectively. (Total: 65,000
men + 9t000 horsemen + 200 guns).

FRENCH: 1st, 2nd, 6th and Guard Corps plus Cavalry. (71,000 men + 12,000 horse
men + 260 guns).

The Battle begins at 11 a.m.

FINAL Ki^SULT: A (Allies) Wins.
B (Bonaparte) in retreat
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TROOPS ENGAGED (1st, 2nd and 4th Prussian Corps Enclosed)

A -• 156,350
B - 81,^20

DURATION - 9hrs.TROOPS LEFT

F.

A. 119,158
B. 27,667

TOTAL LOSSES

C.

14,372
4,074

A.

335
0

A.

B.

Men

(Wounded or Dead)

22,820
22,143

Guns Hen Enemy Guns
(Destroyed) (Captured) (Captured)

148 - -83
93 27,536 167

BATTLE OF NIVELLES

ALLIES: Prussian - 1st and 2nd Army Corps plus 3rd Corps after 2 hours (70,000
men + 12,000 horses + 24o guns)

British - 1st and Reserve Army Corps arrive after 5 and 6 hours res
pectively (45,000 men + 8,000 horses + 140 guns).

French - 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th Army Corps plus "Garde" after 1
hour (110,000 men + 17,000 horses + 370 guns).

The Battle Begins at 12 a.m.

FINAL RESULT: B (Bonaparte) wins.
A (Allies)in Retreat..

TROOPS ENGAGED IN THE WHOLE BATTLE

A - 135,450
B - 128,520

AT 9th HOUR: TROOPS STILL IN ACTION.

Infantry

66,260
97,709

TOTAL LOSSES

Men

A 38,142
B 17,846

Cavalry

8,966
12,965

Guns

160

94

Artillery

139
324

Hen Captured

22,082

00O00

Captured Enemy Guns

85
-42

A force consisting of 3 Battalions (800 strong) of 8 companies each, moving in
fours; 4 Squadrons Cavalry (36 files each) in Sections; and a battery with o wagons,
in column of route, moving on a road.

Infantry in line. = number of men in feet.
Cavalry in line = half number of men in yards.
Battery in line = number of guns less one x by interval.

Therefore 3 Battalions Infantry take up
2 Intervals between Battalions
4 Squadrons Cavalry
3 Intervals between Squadrons
Battery
Interval between Infantry 8= Artillery
Interval between Cavalry & Artillery

824 yards.
50
144

36
95
28£
28l

1206 yards



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

David C.Isby

Last time I spoke to you, back in August, the
conversation turned to the rules by which wargames
are played. Since then, I have been involved in pre- Ctnon Hwi„g modiil ,.77,.^ »pUt. IW».
paring a set of my own rules for publication, and at
the same time developing a Tactical Game for Poultron Press, ('Strategy and Tactics1)
and I have been thinking a bit on this subject.

There has been quite a bit of correspondence in certain magazines about a
"standard" set of rules. There has also been the controversy about the rules used
for the British National Convention. To me, this seems rather pointless. Locke
wrote that the basic rights of man were to "Life, Liberty, and Property". I propose
that for wargamers there is also the right to write a set of wargames rules and
organise an army for them. True, no one is forced to play with them, but if that
occurs, it is because the rules are so bad that none of his fellow wargamers will
spend time playing with them.

Perhaps one of the greatest marks against the wargamer is the lack of hard data,
for example - what was the odds for an infantryman with a Brown Bess to hit something
at 60 yards? 100 yards? If you can find this information, you have something. Such
data does exist. I can be seen in the numerous "Kriegspiels" of the mid-19th century,
usually based on combat experience and field tests. There are also such data for
World War II. Accuracy does not preclude enjoyment of the rules in question. It is
handling the data and getting a proper balance between the two that the skill of the
designer comes in.

I also recall reading (I believe it was in Tunstill's "Discovering Wargames")
that rule mixing was "the bane of all wargamers". Why? Would a battalion of French
Fusiliers be as effective formed into line as the goose-stepping pre-Jena Prussians?
No - and the same battalion of Prussians would not be as effective in an assault
column as the French. Rules should reflect that. Well, then again, one can get into
rules where the different evolution times for every different type of unit. This is
where the correct handling of data, interpretation of facts (and everyone may see
things in a different light) and balancing of all factors come in.

So to those writing rules for wargames I give this advice:

1) Research thoroughly. You get as much out of a set of rules as you put in.

2) Interpret the facts you find. What does this all mean, ask yourself. If
you develop opinions on some aspects of the area you are researching, include them.

3) Balance the rules. Aim for a maximum in both playability and realism. Al
though one does not exclude the other, if one must "go to the wall" it depends on
one's personal tastes. Let us not, however, forget that the purpose of wargames is
enjoyment, but at the same time, let us not make our hobby an excuse for playing with
toy soldiers.

In another vein, your recent book "Wargame Campaigns" left out one of the easiest
and best (in my ODinion) ways to have a campaign. Use the board of a Test Series or
Avalon Kill game as the map. Normal rules apply except fighting takes place on the
table-top instead of by rolling a dice. You can do this as well if you do not wish
to fight a particular battle.

00O00

SOLDIER - February 1971.

As always, full of fine photos of the modern army and articles dealing with its
activities. But of greater value are the features dealing with military bands and
records; books and other items that keep us up to date.
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FLEXIBILITY FOR YOUR CAVALRY COMMANDERS

by

Terry Griner

Let's suppose that you are a miniature officer
in charge of one of several miniature cavalry units
and that at the moment you are involved in a Napol
eonic table-top battle. Your job at the moment is
to hold a certain vital hill in the face of about
an equal number of enemy cavalry who are supported
in their current position by some artillery. Now,
if the wargame you are involved in is a simultane
ous type, you have a serious problem. You can stand
your ground and, if the enemy cavalry charges, you will be caught flat-footed. Or,
you can charge the enemy cavalry in hopes of meeting his charge on an equal basis.
However, if he does not charge, you will have to wade through all that artillery fire
before you get a chance to catch him flat-footed.

Let us look briefly at another situation. Your cavalry unit is near a line of
friendly infantry and has been ordered to support this line by keeping nearby enemy
cavalry from charging it. If there are a couple of different enemy cavalry units
near by you must again simply try to guess what the different enemy units are going
to do on the next move and take appropriate action knowing full well that you may
quite easily guess wrong and be pulled out of position or destroyed.

The Western Washington War Gamers' Club feels that this guessing game is a
little unrealistic and out of place when the commanders are trying to command troops
at the higher levels of Corps or Division. In a real battle, these higher level com
manders would simply give the appropriate order to the cavalry commander and let him
use his judgement in how to carry it out. This commander, in real life, would have
more to go on in deciding how best to carry out his orders than a mere guess as to
what the enemy was going to do next.

For example, in the first situation, the cavalry commander could just hold his
men in readiness on the hill. When he saw that the enemy cavalry was getting ready
to charge him, he could get his men ready also so that when the enemy did charge, he
could counter-charge with a minimum of delay. Thus, in this situation where he was
fully aware of the threat, he would have very little chance of getting caught really
flat-footed by the enemy charge. He would not have to blindly try to time his charge
with that of the enemy.

The same type of thinking is valid in the second example. The cavalry commander
ordered to support his own infantry would simply hold his men in readiness until he
saw enemy cavalry actually charging the friendly infantry. He could then give the
order that would send his own cavalry out to head off this charge. The guess work
involved would again be small, although the friendly cavalry would admittedly be face*
with a time lag before they could react to the enemy's charge. Our feeling is that
this time lag is less than a full game-move. Therefore, we feel that cavalry should
be given some way to react to enemy movement (in a limited way) during a game-move.

We have three rules that accomplish this. The idea behind these rules certainly
did not originate with the Western Washington War Gamers. The simple fact is that we
have borrowed so many ideas from different sources that I do not know who to give the
credit for this particular concept to. Anyway, we play a simultaneous move wargame
where moves are marked on plastic covered maps with a grease pencil. After both sides
have marked their moves, they begin movement on the table-top with reference to the
maps if a move is questioned. This, then is the framework for the following special
types of orders that can be written for cavalry.

1) Charge if Charged (CIC). With this order (as with all others mentioned here) the
cavalry is not allowed to move, although they may face in a new direction. Although
they may not move during the turn, if they are charged by an enemy unit, they are
allowed to counter-charge and meet the charging unit half way, both sides getting
shock for the charge. They may only counter-charge, however, if the charging unit is
within their normal charge radius. (In our case, 45 degrees to either side of the
unit's front). That is to say, a cavalry unit that has a CIC order may not counter
charge if the enemy unit is charging it from the flank or rear.

DRAGONS de la LIGNE
1804-1812
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2) Charge if Meleed: (CIM). This order is the same as the charge if charged order
except that this time, instead of counter-charging immediately at the first sign of a
charge, the unit waits until the very last minute to get up charge impetus. Thus,
the CIM unit will only move forward one quarter of its normal charge-move and will
meet the charging enemy there providing the enemy has the charge-range to reach that
point. The beauty of this order is that the unit can prevent being caught flat-footed
by the enemy and can still take advantage of any supporting fire it might have nearby
because it does not have to go charging off to some middle ground to meet the enemy
but may move a fairly short distance at the last minute. Thus, in our first example,
the cavalry that has the artillery support could write CIM and be sure that if charg
ed, it would be able to counter-charge to get its normal shock and still remain fairly
close to the supporting artillery.

3) Support. In this order, the commander writes "Support 3rd Infantry Regiment",
or whatever unit he wishes the cavalry to support that turn. Then, if that unit is
charged, the cavalry is allowed to counter-charge the charging enemy unit providing it
is facing in the right direction to do so and that there are no intervening friendly
or enemy troops in the way. There is a time lag here while the cavalry commander
readies his men for the counter-charge. Therefore, the supporting unit does not begin
to move until the original charging unit has moved a quarter of its move. This allows
the commander in our second example to properly support his infantry without having to
ever really commit the cavalry to a charge.

The basic idea behind these special cavalry orders is to allow the table-top com
mander to trade actual cavalry movement (remember, cavalry using these orders must re
main stationary unless the circumstances above actually occur) during a particular
game-move for flexibility so that the cavalry can perform certain functions for which
they are well suited.

Although some of the unnecessary guesswork has been removed, the table-top com
mander must still use his commonsense and martial skill in determining many factors
such as: Which units are likely to be charged and are, therefore, in need of cavalry
support? Is the cavalry more potent as a threat where it is or should I risk moving
it to a more advantageous position? What will be the results if I charge Unit A; will
it counter-charge? Will that cavalry on its left join in in support?

We feel that these rules add a new dimension to the handling of cavalry on the
table-top; and that this dimension is beneficial and fairly realistic.

During any one turn, the commander is allowed to write two special orders for any
cavalry unit that will not move that turn. One could write a support order for two
different units that may be attacked that turn (infantry, cavalry or artillery may all
be supported by the stationary cavalry unit). Alternately, you can support one unit
and write CIC or CIM so that the cavalry unit, itself, is protected from a charge. Of
course if both the cavalry unit and the supported unit are charged, the direct threat
to the cavalry takes precedence and the supported troops must go it alone without the
expected support.

I think that any wargamer that is using a simultaneous type of move, and whose
game-moves represent a long enough period of actual elapsed time so that this type of
reaction to enemy movements is realistic, will find these special cavalry rules to be
quite interesting and exciting. They will also do away with the problem of a field
marshal having to out-guess his opponent on the level of a squadron commander.

00O00

FOR AIRWARGAMERS

"The Avalon Hill game Blitzkrieg has provision for aerial operations. Each side
has an airforce comprising fighter of medium and strategic bomber units. The fight
ers can be used defensively or offensively and the strategic bombers can carry out a
strategic air offensive to weaken the opposing army by reducing its supplies and re
inforcements. There are also some rather unrealistic airborne troop movements poss
ible. I have modified the rules here by making up some transport aircraft units and
they must be stacked with the troop units to transport them. They have the same
range as the heavy bombers and like them must complete their move at an aerodrome,
which need not be the one they set out from. I feel also that the rules of the ad
vanced game should allow for the creation of larger air forces, at the expense of
army units of course, at the discretion of either player."

John Risdon.
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

BATTLE OF MAIDA - 1806

by

Randal Gray

This was a small Napole
onic action very freely based
on the historical engagement.
Each side disposed of six in
fantry battalions of 24 men
each, those of the French
each having 4 voltiguers and
the British 2 Light infantry
men. The French had the
Polish Light Horse (15
Lancers) and the 5th Dragoons
(5 troopers) to face the 12
strong 20th Light Dragoons;
purists may here take a retch
when I divulge that histori
cally only 16 men of that regiment were involved! A French 6" howitzer an
llTenTt e\DV a British 5.5" howitzer and 6 pdr. In all 164 British wer
&y 175 French with marked advantages in cavalry, artillery and light infan

rama*-!he JT*? W!S 6imple " the Plain °f EuPheraia Partly bisected by the River
the it "T h/ Mai*Vith two w°od ^vered hilly outcrops on the French side,
Gray) dec^f^fT* n****havstack and awheat ^eld. Sir John Stuart (Randal
8lst Liehl Tn^°,P I fFl™? C°le'S brisade (6lst' 58th and 78th Foot) and thelllLl S?,£* 7^d lGt ?evnier brinS ^e battle to him while he committed his
ontr,llrellitanr f * F°f°V- ""? ^^ WhWl "* Where circumstances dictated; ?heIII Sdtll llJTn" °f K? Plan/as the Prosed seizure of the wheat field by
seemed ol fg '«* position. General de division J.L.Reynier (Anthony Raymond)
STlrKSlt.'ffi %£ "* «*««*»* *•*«*• potentialities of MaiL and

French deployment in the first move amounted to the two battalions of the 42nd
ri"r fnde?he°pTPHinS ^^J"! Btn./23rd Regt. entering the woods south of the
STJfjv. I J£ P.L.H. doing likewise on the other flank. With a lucky shot the

tv» ,n° „° ,the.6" howitzer supporting the l/23rd. By the 3rd move
come III. T SI It* ,th\rheat fi6ld 3nd " WaG ODViOUS that the first cla*h wouldn ,ST! ?! W infantrv squabbling along the rest of the front. By the
3£ h21 J •** had lost athird of its strength to the French 8pdr though in the
5th behind its protective hedge it defeated the 2/42nd in a musketry exchange. In
the 4th move Reynier advanced two companies of the 1/lst Light Infantry Regiment
down the Maida track in a surprise move to prevent the 78th moving to the 8lst's
help. In the 6th move the P.L.H. charged and despite the hedges and the 8lst's un-
turnable flanks destroyed another third of that unit for the loss of only one troop
er; the survivors retreated in rout and eventually rallied. It was a crucial turn
ing point, for the 78th, fatally delayed by a change of formation, was now committed
to a hopeless battle. The only consolation of the move was the repulse of the 1/lst
which lost 6 men to the 6 pdr. On the British right Cole (Robin Cockett) was not
pressing the battle with vigour though faced with only opponents of equal strength.
8 cfv m°Ve thC 5*5" howitzer was taken, its gunners falling to the sabres of -
the 5th Dragoons. The 20th Light Dragoons covered the 8lst's survivors and put on a
bold front despite losses to artillery fire. In the 10th move came the decisive
musketry exchange between the 6lst and the l/23rd, the former losing 9 men in causing
^casualties. The 11th put paid to any hopes of British victory when outnumbered the
7eth engaged in a fire-fight with the 2/42nd and a company of the 1/lst on the S E
corner of the wheat field and disintegrated losing. 13 men to superior musketry and
the 5.5 howitzer recrewed by the French 6" howitzer survivors. In these two moves
British losses totalled 30 and the French 13 while the grand totals were 58 and 32
respectively.

d 8 pdr.
e opposed
try.
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The British objective now was to hang on desperately and wait for an opportune
moment to commit their reserves. Stuart and Cole who rallied the 6 survivors of the
78th engaged in a frenzied exchange of written notes on the subject. Eventually the
35th was advanced north of the haystack to forestall the, French concentration against
the 61st. This was achieved though at a cost of 7 casualties lost to artillery fire,
all the more galling when inflicted by a former British piece, in that move and the
next. Forced into square by the French cavalry the two units had united by the 16th
move with both commanders and the 6 pdr bolstering them, temporarily lost for the 8th,
9th and 10th moves to an errant French skirmisher. Trembling with excitement Stuart
waited to launch a punishing counter-stroke against the French with his last reserve
(the cavalry having galloped off after severe cumulative losses in the 12th move) -
the 20th Line Regiment commanded, historically, by Colonel Robert Ross famed later
as the captor of Washington. In the 16th move with the French clinging close to the
6lst/35th square and spread out in a great semi-circular arc he saw his chance to
surprise them and advanced the 20th in column down the Maida track.

The effect was electric for Reynier brought on the 2nd/23rd (minus its volti-
guers) and the last company of the 1/lst as well as diverting the 8 pdr, a squadron
of the P.L.H. and half a company of the l/42nd supported by another company of the
1/1st - in all 48 men to deal with 22. In calculating this massive blow he made a
grievous mistake for the 20th was never outside one move of the table edge and with
out firing a shot had secured the line of retreat for the rest of the army.
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By the 17th move the 6lst/35th square was on the track heading for the ford over

the Lamato still held by the 58th's skirmishers. By the 19th move two-thirds of the
5<t strong rectangular square was over the river though suffering ever accumulating
losses. Cole who conducted the retreat refused Stuart's reiterated pleas to retreat
between Maida and the wood which would have cut two moves off the long drawn out
agony and saved grievous losses. In the 20th move the 6 pdr covering the retreat to
the last was knocked out,the 2nd/1st Light Infantry deployed (since the 6th move when
it enabled the 1/23rd to move north) on the hill overlooking the Lamato track un
accountably withdrew refusing to contest the "ritish retreat. In the 22nd move much
too late Reynier finally gambled and attacked the tail-end of the square with all his
cavalry. By an incredible feat he squeezed two to one odds nullifying the benefits
of a square and inflicted 9 casualties.

The 13 hour 4i minutes action was over leaving 91 British casualties, including
12 prisoners and the total annihilation of the 78th (55-8^), and 51 French (28.6%);
I Zl^Z * owinred butcher's bil1 fel1 t0 artillery (25 of these to the British6 Pdr) ana only 24 to Line Infantry musketry the remainder being caused by cavalry
£*in« SeiloJ/Wh Reynier.had °ften shown excessive caution especially in not en-
fh! llil \6lst/35^h s2uare ln ">usketry and following this up with a cavalry charge
til l*lt commanders had made no positive use of their cavalry and virtually none of
!,, ,aVS ^ CaSUaity tested. Despite some lapses in the rules, some heated
Jl"?; •a"d/ P^P^ty towards generalised and vague orders everybody felt that
Napoleonic warfare had been well reproduced and above all the excitement and anxiet-
les of command.
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by

Stan Colby

My favourite con
version is usually
the latest one, so I
will describe my lat
est efforts which are

Saracen Ilorsebows.

Start with an Arab

horse and force a pin
into the middle of the

saddle with the point uppermost, cut the
rider at the waist and force the leg por
the pin. Next step is to take the Robin
bowman, standing firing, trim a little
end of the longbow to represent a compos

and cut this figure in half at the waist; this body is then forced on to the
the body heat welded to the legs - if you end up with any gaps they can be f
with plasticine.

Arab

tion over

Hood

ff each

ite bow,
pin and

illed in

The characteristic Saracen helmet is formed by slicing off-the top of the bow
man's head nice and squarely just above the forehead, then adding the top part of a
World War I German spiked helmet, finally a piece of Kleenex tissue (not tissue
paper) is glued round the neck, when painted this has a perfect dimpled surface to
represent chain mail.

A drawing pin and a piece of scrap plastic (I use bases from other conversions)
cut as a quiver are added, the exact positions are not critical as troops of these
types would have their equipment carried for comfort, not regimental appearance;
either can be hung from the saddle or carried on the back. The last step is to heat
weld the horses legs into the base.

Officers can be made by using the Arab rider with arm in the air, into the hand
force a short pin, slightly curved to represent a sword. Slice off the top of the
bornous and add the top of a spiked German helmet with Kleenex neck guard, making
sure that this covers the whole of the back of the bornous. The same figure makes
the standard bearer - I believe that a horse tail standard was popular so I make this
by cutting the tail off a dead horse and threading this onto the top of a long pin,
the pin is then threaded through the hand and the lower end forced into the folds of
the robe.

As previously stated by Mike Lockyer, painting is the real secret of conver
sions; these troops look well if robes are painted in bright colours and stripes,
shields in various designs, helmets copper or brass, neck guards are done with
silver paint to which a touch of black has been added, and there they are.

00O00

HINT OF THE MONTH

MAKING LIGHT WEIGHT HILLS

by

David Zetlyn

A railway exhibition had a stand showing the stages of making a hilly circuit.
The method was to make a framework of expanded polystyrene which was then covered in
plaster bandage which can be made very cheaply at home from muslin and Plaster of
Paris. Over this went a layer of ordinary Plaster of Paris to get a smooth finish.
The cutting sides and all cliffs were made of the cork bark which you can buy paint
ed stone grey.

The most interesting thing was that instead of using coloured sawdust for grass
"flock" was used. This is a covering material used for furniture covering and it
comes in two colours - yellow and dark green. For the best grass both of these are
needed. You put dark green on first then yellow and rub until the right effect is
obtained.



WHAT MAKES

A WARGAMEK

TICK?

This Month: Ralph Peter Henderson

of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

My compliments for the very high standard of the
"Newsletter". Perhaps a little more uniform details
might be added but otherwise its quite splendid.

Using a 100:1 ratio with 3 boxes of Airfix Romans you get exactly 1 Legion, 10
cohorts each 6 figures strong, the cohorts themselves in different positions but all
the figures in the same cohort can be alike. You also get 2 cohorts of auxiliary
archers and the 2 extra standard bearers can be easily transformed into officers.
They certainly did a good job on this box. What is aggravating about Airfix as a
rule is that the enormous variety of positions per set makes the organisation of
large numbers of boxes necessary before you can really get yourself organised, and
you'll always find yourself with those extra 18 men who are 2 short of a complete
regiment.

Wargaming this end is at rather a low ebb due to the lack of a table but we
managed to fight a scaled down version of Waterloo. 5 small English divisions vs.
6 large French. The English were almost pushed off the table but were literally
saved by the bell.

The rules have to be improved a lot so there were several really heated argu
ments. Boy, sometimes I really wish we had an umpire!

ooOoo

THE OXFORD UNIVERSITY WARGAMES CLUB (1877-1914)

by James Slater

The records of this club, now in my possession, comprise a heavy volume of some
450 pages.

The club was founded in 1877 by Professor H. Spencer Wilkinson. I have a copy
of his obituary from The Times of 1st February 1937; which attributes his life long
interest in military history and defence problems to the chance discovery of an
Austrian pamphlet on the armies of Europe, whilst on holiday in Germany in 1874.
(Later he became journalist, Volunteer Officer, Author, Chichele Professor of Mili
tary history at Oxford, and so on).

There are no records for 1877-97, and those for 1898-1907 consist only of lists
of members names. From 1908, however, there are full details of games played, and
lists of members names, of which there were over 50 by 1910. Professor Oman's name
first appears in 1898, and later as President. The records include Situations and
Umpires comments in his handwriting.

The games played were Strategical and Tactical map games, the contest usually
being contempory, and set in Southern England. "Situations" were issued to players
in advance, who were required to write out their Appreciations and Orders in full.
Play consisted of the moving of markers on maps, in accordance with the players
orders, which, together with the resulting situation were then commented on at length
by an Umpire. The only rules wsre rates of movement and details of unit establish
ments.

In 1911 games were played against other clubs - The Inns of Court OTC, The
Bristol Tactical Society, and Cambridge University, under the auspices of a Lieut.
Colonel <L.Lyden-Bell of !!..,,. Southern Command.

The records cease, without explanation, in 1911, though the club was resuscitat
ed for one game in early 1914, by my late father, (who then appropriated the records).

Clearly the games demanded much detailed military thought from the players, which
can only have been beneficial to them in 1914-18.
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THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Arnold J. Hendrick

Some time ago a comment of mine inspired you to|
write a letter about playability vs. realism. As I
attack so many other's rules, it is only fair that
others should attack me. I never answered that RIVER plate ACnON. 13th DECEMBER. 1939

letter, because I had no proof positive that playable AND realistic games for minia
tures were possible. I believe that I have that proof now.

Hy commercial game "SURFACE WARSHIP" is part of that proof. You might be in
terested to know that Pratt's rules as presented in "NAVAL WARGAHES" started the
whole kick. Those were so obviously wrong from a historical viewpoint, and produced
such absurd results all too often that revision was necessary. Revision without re
search is folly, so, after 3 years and 3 libraries I present "SURFACE WARSHIP 1939-
1943". I will claim the game is not a modification but really a whole new effort.
I simply included Pratt's ship card and equation because everybody knows it and many
use it here in the U.S.A. The Pratt guess-the-range firing was used because it makes
the game fun. I would have dumped it except I rigged the shell values and range
scales so that given "normal" accuracy with the human eye (see where 3 years of test
ing pay off) in the game the damage you can inflict upon the enemy for any given
range, broadside, and target is quite similar to the results real warships got. A
few minor variables were edited out, but well, you can't have everything.

I would also note that although extension of these rules to the 1944-45 period
is possible, it is patently impossible to use "SURFACE WARSHIP" rules and tables for
any other period (like 1914-1918, for instance) without a complete re-researching
and re-design of the game.

I also have on the file rules titled "1944". Simulations of European tactical
problems of that year (and of 1945). Statistics for all common Russian, German,
British and U.S. combat units are given. Each stand or vehicle represents a platoon
(or with the Russians, sometimes as much as a company). I might note that I have
found it mighty difficult to play-test this game. For some reason Tarr's rules have
fallen flat here, and people intensely dislike W.W.II miniatures right now.

Being written right now is prototype I for a modification of Strategy and
Tactic's Tac 14. That game is of the 1150-1550 period, a duplication with a 1:500
ratio (more or less), of tactical situations of that era using a combat factor
principle. The game is the only realistic middle ages miniature-type rules I have
anywhere. Tac 14 in Strategy and Tactics, as you probably know, was a board game.
Translating it into miniatures is not very difficult.

Both 1944 and Tac 14 are available in limited quantities. Being prototypes,
not final drafts (like "SURFACE WARSHIP"), they have their failings as well as their
good points.

00O00

"Now a few thoughts on commanders. At the commencement of the game the G.O. C-
in-C. will give each of his subordinates written orders instructing them what to do
with their section of the army, until orders to the contrary are delivered these must
be carried out. The Staff Officers then take their assigned corps and blunder off
into the distance, realising that he has sent an Army Corps to attack a battalion of
Landwehr the G.O. C.-in-C. might want to recall them - to do this he sends an A.D.C.
according to the aforementioned rules.

The Staff Officer's character can be reflected, the cautious man might complete
ly halt his corps and send an A.D.C. to check with his G.O. C.-in-C. every, say, 3
bounds, whereas the reckless individual might disregard everything his G.O. C.-in-C.
tells him to do.

All these rules have been tested under combat conditions and I hope they have
proved of some interest to you."

Stephen Edwards.

iXSu* s*.J&sS&k»l \
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- we are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and s/hand
Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself,
THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. p.free 36/8d
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " 36/8d
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd.

including colour " 26/-
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945. Mew facsimile
reprint of the rare U.S.'War Dept. Manual.7"x10" hundreds of illus
trations inc. pages of colour p.freel39/6d.
HANDBOOK"ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 1945. New reprint and compan
ion to previous item. p.free 139/6d
THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof.illustd. in colour, p.f. 6/-
How to Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. p.free 43/6d
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo
R.K.Riehn. Illustd. Uniform colour guide. p.free 27/6d
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform
colour guide, companion to previous item. p.free 14/Od

GEHMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 D.Nash. Prof. Illustd. inc. colour, Uniforms,
Equipment, etc. P.Free 26/-d.
JAPANESE ARHY UNIFORHS AND EQUIPHENT 1939-1945 R.Dilley. Prof. Illustd.
inc. colour. P.Free 26/-d.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by W.Y.Carman.

11-J" x 8-J" 204 pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several hundred
items of dress, P.Free 64/6d.

THESE AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT

TITLES BY DON FEATHERSTONE. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.

bugle and mmim&m

P.O. Box 19256 •>( Cincinnati, Ohio 45219 v: U.S.A.

Military Figures for the Connoisseur

30mm DIORAMA QUALITY FIGURES

NEW AND USED BOOKS

COLOR PRINTS AND PEN & INK DRAWINGS

HISTOREX FIGURES-FOOT $1.50 MOUNTED $3.40

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG ON REQUEST
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MODERN WARGAMSS - OFF TA3LE FIRING

by

Stuart J.Fanshaw

With the introduction of long range artillery
into wargaraing comes the difficulty of simulating
the effect of firing by units so far back that they
cannot be represented on the table itself. Somehow
the shake of a dice to determine hit or miss does
not really satisfy me - there is no skill involved,
only luck. So perhaps others may feel the same, and
be interested to consider the method that I favour.

It requires sketch maps of the terrain depicted
on the table, showing the principal features of the landscape, with a suitable grid
superimposed so that marks on the map can be accurately transferred to the table. To
relate to range, two or three of these in diminishing sizes are required. For use,
the map of the appropriate scale is fastened to a (good quality) dart board, and a
dart thrown for each shell fired in the turn. The site of impact is then transferred
to the table and the normal rules for effect apply. For bombing, the target (on the
dart board) is laid on the floor, and the attacker drops his 'bombs') from a suitable
step on the household steps in relation to the altitude of the attack. It could, of
course, be done by throwing the darts at the wall target, standing nearer or further
away to simulate altitude if preferred.

In the same way the off-table guns are no longer inviolate - they must be marked
on the tactical map but not revealed to the enemy unless he can discover them by re
connaissance, or see the firing by virtue of them being situated in a high position.
When the enemy has located the area in which the guns are situated, then a gridded
map of that area is produced, and his 'off-table' - or on - can fire at them and try
to silence them. Or order an air strike at the area.

The idea can be expanded to take in other ideas such as seeking out vital ammun
ition convoys or relief columns in the rear, roads, or bridges can be attacked, etc.,
etc. In this way the 'skill' of the gunners and airmen is shown in the results, and
even the site of a miss is accurately fixed. And you do not have to throw any actual
missiles at your beautiful models.

—00O00—

WE MAY NOT MAKE THE FINEST WAR GAME SOLDIERS IN THE WORLD

BUT A LOT OF OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US THAT WE DO!

Write us today for a special Bulletin we have prepared for British war
gamers which explains how to purchase our new 1970 catalogue (listing 1500 war game
soldiers) and how to order military miniatures from the United States.

You'll find a whole new world of model soldiers awaiting you at
SCRUBY MINIATURES!



V
THE WESENCRaFT WEATHER GAUGE

The effect of weather on a battle can be crucial and yet in the main it is ignor
ed by the average wargamer. How often has one thrown a dice and decided that there is
•no weather today'. Nor is it realistic to throw a dice before every game-move to
find that it is raining one move, fine the next and foggy the next. Changes in the
weather are gradual and up to a point are predictable. How much more exciting and
realistic if one can attempt to forecast a spell of fine weather or to wonder if the
threatening storm will break before the guns are in position. I have designed a
simple yet very effective weather barometer which appears below. It is made of a
piece of pegboard, eleven holes long. These holes are numbered 2 to 12. The pre
vailing weather is shown against each number.

Before a battle two dice are thrown and a peg is placed in the hole correspond
ing to the total on the dice. Before each game-move a single dice is thrown. A
score of 3 or 4 and the peg is not moved. A throw of 1 or 2 and the peg moves up one
hole; 5 or 6 and the peg moves down one hole. So the weather can be seen to be slowly
changing and can be taken into account when planning future moves. A storm may
threaten all day and yet never materialise, or a battle may bog down completely in a
fog that just will not lift.

I suggest the following reactions to weather for Napoleonic Warfar . You will
be able to adapt these and alter them for your own periods.

Fair - Normal movement and firing.
Light rain - Normal movement. Musket fire reduced by 25%.
Heavy rain - Movement reduced by 25%; Artillery off roads by 50%. Musket

fire reduced by 50%.
Storm - Movement reduced by 50/». Artillery off roads may not move.

Cavalry may not charge. Muskets unable to fire.
Fog - Visibility 6". Movement reduced by 50>i. No cavalry charges.

Dice for each Unit; 1, 2 or 3 - Unit halts; 4, 5 or 6 - Unit
may carry on. No firing unless enemy are in sight.

THE GAUGE

2 0 Fog.

3 0 Light rain.

4 0 Fair.

5 0 Fair.

• 6

7

8

9

0

0

0

0

Fair.

Fair- PEG.
Fair.

Fair.

10 0 Light Rain.

11 0 Heavy Rain.

12 0 Storm.

ooOoo

A "hedgehog" of pikes was formed by the Swiss at St. Jacob on the Birs in 1444,
when a force of less than 1,000 Swiss deliberately attacked an army of nearly 15,000
Armagnac mercenaries invading the Swiss Confederacy. They broke the enemies centre
but were soon surrounded by great numbers of horsemen but their square of pikes, al
though repeatedly charged by mounted men-at-arms and under constant attack by cross-
bowmen and light troops, maintained its position until nightfall amid heaps of their
own dead and ringed about by some 2,000 Armagnac corpses.
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WHAT NOT TO MISS

I remember an early 18th century wargame I had
with Brigadier Peter Young in which the bulk of my
difficulties arose from having to get a carriage and £wm
escort way behind the enemy lines to evacuate my wSm
Commander-in-Chief's mistress who was residing in a
chateau inopportunely placed in an area that had bee
occupied by my foe. Another wargame with Peter
Gilder had a tricky factor built in which involved a
horse-drawn fire engine that had to be harnessed and
driven to the scene of the fire if the village I was
holding remained a tenable position. Then there was a phase in the horse-
activities of Tony Bath and I (which for many years were as regular a Thur
affair as the Union Castle boat sailing from Southampton at 4 p.m. on the
each week). During this particular period, using what seemed at the time
complicated arrangements, we had a system of ammunition wagons bringing up
amounts of shot and shell to our guns.

and-musket

sday night
same day

to be very
specified

You may be wondering what nebulous link there is between these nostalgic re
collections and the simple answer is that they all involved the use of transport
difficult to obtain or that had to be home-made. Recent outbursts of energy on the
part of Dick Higgs, designer at Miniature Figurines, has resulted in some superb
military vehicles being produced. I was in the shop the other day and noticed ammun
ition carts, carriages with generals sitting in them, ambulances and the like. All
this opens up colourful new facets of wargaming, making it possible to have battles
with a "narrative" so that the sole interest does not begin and end with our much
scaled down armies advancing across the table towards each other in a battle that
must be concluded before the last bus leaves. Not only are Miniature Figurines turn
ing out these excellent innovations but also a daily increasing range of figures so
that it is possible to wargame in periods that were considered almost impossible not
so long ago - unless one happened to be very good at converting! I am also told that
Miniature Figurines are turning out a special range of 16th century figures especially
for use in that class of competition during the next Wargames Clubs Championship at
Birmingham in September. I believe Dave Millward has been doing some arm twisting
herel

the next Airfix figures to be offere
ion. In case you don't know, they w
o represent troops of the Marlburian

esides anything else that takes your
ix are putting out some 54mm kits to
the lines of those at present produc
they are to cost 25p each. I am als
of a series of historic buildings,

Sherwood Castles etc - the first ch

lding defended all day by the Kings

d wargamers will
ear tricorne hats

Seven Years War

fancy in the
make up into
ed by Historex
o told that

to match their

oice is the farm

German Legion at

I have heard whispers that
be those of the American Revolut

and can probably be painted up t
or American Revolution periods b

18th century. In addition, Airf
collectors pieces, rather along
and Segom in France. I believe
Airfix are putting out the first
sets of Foreign Legion Forts and
of La Haye Sainte, the famed bui
Waterloo in 1815.

Some of the hobby shops are stocking a very interesting line in plastic terrain
which is moulded "all in one" and covers an area of about 18" square. They sell at
about 62-j-p and although I have not yet seen them, I am told that the sets include a
ruined village, a harbour and other choices likely to be of the greatest use to the
wargamer. I know that Miniature Figurines sell them but I have no doubt they are in
other shops.

W.T.Thurbon, who writes book reviews for the Newsletter and who i6 quite obvious
ly a veteran warga^ner of mature years, writes "I have just got today one of the
little Battle of Britain games - it looks quite interesting. I must try it out with
my 7 year grandson who can beat me hollow at "Dover Patrol"."

I saw an excellent film the other evening - it was the American/Japanese pro
duction "ToraJ Tora! Toral" and tells, from both the American and the Japanese view
point, the story of the attack on Pearl Harbour. It is a sensational film with the
most realistic battle scenes I have ever seen on the screen.- I am inclined to think

that they built a whole lot of battleships and port, then a lot of aeroplanes and
jiircraft carriers and sent one lot in to smash up the other lot!

Continued on Page 23-
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YOU WRITE

TO US

"I was hoping to see you again this year but things were just too pressing in
London. I was accompanying another group of students to Europe. I enjoyed my few
hours with you and Dickinson last year. 1 was hoping that a side-trip to the Victory
would give me excuse enough to go via Southampton. Maybe next year.

If we ever get our rules in shape for typing, I'll send you a copy. I think our
approach of mathematical formulas thru 20-sided dice eliminates all chance factors
and brings out the factor of poor generalship - which is what the "game" is supposed
to do. On the other hand, there is a lot to be said for the "chancy" game. Fewer
players get hurt - I should write an article on our experiences with both games. Any
way, keep the Wargamer's Newsletter coming."

E.D.Meyers (of U.S.A.).

00O00

"You may wonder from time to time why I order the Newsletter, yet send you no
news of battles fought, etc. Well truth to tell, I am taking quite a while complet
ing my armies, paintwise. Owing to shift work, I can only do ny painting one week in
almost four. When my two children are abed. Shortly however, we will be moving to a
new house - there, I will be able to have a Wargames Room and all the necessary scope.
Until that time, I paint away, read lots of books, get many ideas from the Newsletter
and dream of all the armies I shall raise and campaigns to be fought.

Thank you for your service with the Newsletter, I am fully aware of the effort
it must cost you. I hope one day not too far distant to send a few contributions."

J.V.Woods (Old Windsor).

00O00

"I personally find that it would be most interesting if other wargamers could
write where, how and what kind of figures they fight their battles with (where they
buy them or how they employ them), how they make or convert their models? I have
learnt a lot from occasional articles on that subject and got many bright ideas.

I could contribute my part (and will probably send you soon such an article,
you will decide whether to publish it or not)."

Carlo Boeri (of Italy).

00O00

"Further to the idea of tape on movement trays I have discovered that you have
got to use the same models on the same tape - don't try putting "fresh" models on a
used tape.

The reason for this is that the base of the model retains a certain amount of
the adhesive, when replaced this amount plus that remaining on the tape is sufficient
to hold the model, but if you use a "fresh" model there is not sufficient adhesive on
the tape to hold it."

Colour/Sgt. John Corrigan 3.E.M., Royal Marines.

00O00

"I have been disturbed by recent resurrections of the "too young or too old"
argument. It seems to me that some of the more adult (with regard to years, not
attitudes) writers who have voiced their opinions about age distinctions are secretly
rather ashamed of their hobby, and the thought lingers in their mind that they might
be accused of that terrible pastime - "playing toy soldiers" - an abuse which I fre
quently have to put up with.

This attitude of the public, could not be done away with by age segregation. The
answer is more publicity of the facts about wargaming and the increased availability
of books about wargaming which could enlighten the public. With all respect I must
say that I am relieved to see Bob O'Brien for one is not intent on turning a game in
to a job of work. This increased emphasis on seriousness is, I think, anothe? result
of fear of being thought of as childish. ./hen this criticism is levelled, the war-
gamer deliberately buys armies of the most expensive figures and concocts ultra-

Continued on Page 25.
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Book Reviews

by

W. T. Thurbon

"Revolution Mexico, 1910-1920" bv RnnalH «+n« mi.

"gkon»sb?he/r:::?the °-s-A- ^ ^ - «• - — - '°»^ p.u.y sixtyyears

Marsdene(0eu°?d 1969 £4 ToV^^ ^J^^ Historical Development" by E. W.
gamer wheats ifltili'ah t^ca^ utf^alli^ ^U^ '%*"*' ^ical scholar, who served in the Rnval C balllsta etc. The author is a class-
to produce abook that will Iam sur/ h n^ "d,he haS co^^ both experiences

ar: Jtsssri..^ ra££S------ a kss s4

,o,ii?•s^t.zrfcgnxsspaswAfjarbr • ™
This

reading!^ *" °"6iC U1 LI,e su°Ject «•"• find the book repays careful

Batsford "Military ComLd.rs" s.rUs " """"^ °°"»»»n^" *• "»

• i8;n0oLenr^,Dr:^Ps?Ln6:r„;t°oar:cont ne"lif< °f 3°in°" -ith — ^°»d *•'•"•
"Gunners at War'' by Shalford Bidw.ll <Ar«s and Armour Press 1970. £2.75) This

Pro-lun^roi iLlll^ Mill"> * "" *" **" «»• ™-"U, BuFrath.r"
"The Knight and Chivalry" by Richard Barker (Longmans: £3.75). This is al^o in

flnTmucfof hT ±S *S*# t l0t °n thC litera^ Gide - but I tSi wargLers will
Battle ThLlis6 *! 2* PteI"S ^ Tournaments- ^e Orders and The Knight in
«« !i Z 5 • ., e°od summarY on th« Teutonic Knights. Have you read the articleon that order in the current "History Today"? (October 1970). article
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I am still borrowing volumes of Dupuy's "Military Lives of" series from my
Public Library. I have recently read those on Genghis Khan and Napoleon - and have
just got the one on Hindenburg and Ludendorf.

A new series of paper-backs (Paladin) have just issued a two volume edition of
Fuller's "Decisive Battle of the Western World" abridged and edited by John Terraine.

Anthony Mockler's "Mercenaries" which really begins with the Free Companies,
but has a very large section on the modern mercenaries in the Congo.

I have just read a most interesting book "British G.I. in Vietnam" by Ian Kemp.
An Englishman who went to study at an American University, became liable for military
service there, volunteered for Vietnam and stayed for an extra year: serving in both
Infantry and Helicopters.

I have just picked up an American book in our local Library "Abraham Lincoln,
Commander-in-Chief" by Colonel T.N.Dupuy (U.S.Army) a study of Lincoln's relations
with his commanders.

Hamlyn's have a very good volume on 'Military Uniforms' in the colour paper
backs. There is a wide range from the mid 18th century to the 19th, covering a wide
range of countries. They also have a good volume on guns. H.M.S.O. publish as a
paperback (30p) "With a Machine Gun to Cambrai", the narrative based on his diaries,
of a private soldier, one of Kitchener's Army, who served in the first war and was
wounded at Carabrai. He served first with the West Surreys and then in the Machine
Gun Corps.

"Iron Coffin" by Herbert A. Warner, the narrative of. a German U-Boat Commander
who served in World War II. It looks to be useful (it is interesting, but rather
over-written) for Naval wargamers. (A.Barker and Co. £2.50). The author emigrated
to America in the 1950s. I suspect his memoirs may have been "ghosted" - or else he
has really imbibed Americanese. It gives a good picture of submarine life from the
German angle.

A second, revised, edition of Douglas Robinson's "The Zeppelin in Combat"
(Foulis and Co. £3-75). The first edition was published in 1962.

John Risdon writes:-

"Turning to military history, I very strongly urge you to mention the Companion
Volumes to Randolph Churchill's biography of Winston Churchill. These are very ex
tensive selections of letters and documents, mainly written by, but also to and about
Winston.

I am at present reading about his life as a cavalry subaltern in India as told
by him in his letters to Lady Randolph. There are lively accounts of fighting in the
North-West Frontier area and of the way he argued and cajoled his way to the battle-
front. He let nothing get in his way of self advancement and it is no wonder he made
many enemies in the process. But had he been a lesser man, our lives might be very
different now.

As an author yourself, you will sympathise with him over the many errors that
were present in the first edition of his first book "The Story of the Malakand Field
Force".

ooOoo

MUST LIST - (Continued from Page 20).

Anyway, what I am getting at is that this may well cause a great surge of interest
in the use of model aircraft coming from aircraft carriers and getting involved in
land operations. This is an aspect of wargaming that has not been very much tried
but holds a great deal of promise. Anyway, even if you have no aspirations in this
direction go and see the film because it is really something.

ooOoo

LETTERS - (Continued from Page 21).

elaborate rules to blind the critic with science and psuedo-scientific rules. This
attempt at seriousness recoils and the poor devil finds himself encumbered with rules
that are impractically complex, and he spends most of his game working out difficult
formulae."

K.J.Mandry (Twickenham).
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THE NOTICE BOARD

The book "WARGAMES" has now been re-printed (for the 6th time!) and is again
available - but at the increased cost of £1.65p (#4.75). Will those subscribers who
have sent the old price of 22s.6d. (#2.75) for a copy, please send additional cash so
that a copy can be despatched to them.

ooOoo

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on
the condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch, no
responsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged for.

ooOoo

GLASGOW AND DISTRICT WARGAMSR'S CLUB - For details contact John Johnston, 8
Kippford Street, Glasgow E.1.

ooOoo

Wargamer's Newsletters can be purchased monthly by sending l8np on the first day
of each month.

ooOoo

"Handbook for Hodel Soldier Collectors" is still available at half price to
Newsletter subscribers - 85np (#2) including postage and packing. Also a few author-
signed and personally inscribed new copies of "All For a Shilling a Day!" at 65np
(#1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally 30s. -d. new).

00O00

Wargamers in the Newcastle area should write to the Secretary/Treasurer, New
castle Wargames Group, c/0 Joe Newton, County Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 1RQ.

They are a lively bunch!
00O00

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period.

00O00

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 2s.6d.
(30 cents) on EACH cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for Wargamer's
Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas subscribers sending dollar or non-sterling
cheques must ADD 30 cents to each cheque. American Express drafts, International
Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional
handling-charge.

00O00

Subscribers are asked to ignore all prices shown for "LITERATURE OF WARGAHING"
as shown on inside rear cover of the February issue of Wargamer's Newsletter. Deci
malisation went to the Editor's head and he calculated them incorrectly - mostly to
his own detrimentl

00O00

The Wessex Military Society meet twice monthly in Southampton - Write to Don
Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, S01 5AD.

00O00

No sensible wargamer will miss the Military Music Pageantry to be held at Wembley
Stadium, London, on Saturday, 3rd July 1971, at 7-30 p.m. Massed bands, corps of
drums and pipers of the Army, with horses and guns in a spectacle of colour and
pageantry - over 1800 musicians. Tickets obtainable from Box Office, Wembley Stadium.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
Books by Donald Featherstone - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WA2QAKKS" - The original text book of wargaming. fil»65P» (#4.75)•
"KaVAL ..nRJAK'SS" - Sea battles with model ships. S1.65P- (#4.75).
"AIR WAliGAK-3" - battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#4.75)-
"ADViiH&ED WARGAK^" - This follow-up book to ".vargumos" introduces a host of
new ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#5-25)-

"s/ARGAHK CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced warcamer who is
seeking larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative
beginner. £1.90p. (#5.00).

"HAKDduuK ''OR MODEL Jt'L:,IS* COLLECTORS''. An essential reference book giving
details of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records,
dioramas, etc., etc. Special edition for ..argamer's I.ewsletter subscribers
- S5p. (#2.00).

"AT THEK -1TH THE BAYOU';?." - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65?. (#4.75)-
"ALL •0< \ SHILLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh rfar
-l-j^-o'.—l.-early out of print! A few signed by the author left at o5p.
(#1.50). .

"BATTLES WITH HODHL SOLIgERS" - A new and completely different book that
introduces the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the exper
ienced warwraer will find interest and value in its pages. .veil illus
trated with drawings and photographs. (Published by David and Charles).
,;2.90p. (#7.00).

"FIL1TA-'-' MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and
casting'model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings;
on soldering, gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets.
There is an extensive section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and
Historex plastic figures. (Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. ^5-00;.

"LiT;'LE ..ASS" - "Little Jars" first appeared in 1913 ana this is a facsi
mile reproduction of the first edition. In this book H.G.Wells brought
his considerable imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but
effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down
toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little rfars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of play
ing wargames. It is also a book of great charm. £l.S5p. (#5.00).

"CLj gaiTISJ MODEL SQLDlSKSj 1o93-19l8" - L..v.Richards. An illustrated
reference Guide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#4.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for AncientWargames (I000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Feathcrstone.

6 Rules for late19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Warsagainst Nativss)
by Donald Featherstone.

7 Rules for I9I7 period wargamo in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20np each (50c.) or the set of 8 for £1.25 (#3-00) including postage.

"WARGAHES TERRAIN" - 55np (#1.50). Illustrated booklet describing how
to construct realistic battlefields. Reprinting - ready early 1971.

These publications can be obt .ined by sending cash with order to
WARGAHER'S NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an additional 30 cents
handling-charge added to them.



Left: Suffolk. Bottom Right: Schamhorst. Top Right: Atk Royal.

Getevery
detail right

with Airfix

io*l

It's the little things-like the helicopters, operating
stern ramp and Landing Craft-that really makes the model!

And that's why Airfix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.
Every model is accurate to the smallest detail-a perfect

replica of the real thing! There are nineteen different series, each
made to a constant scale. Over 300 kits, at prices

from 2/11 to 23/6. At all good hobby shops and F. W. Woolworth
and N.A.A.F.I. Ask for the catalogue.

aircraft from both
World Wars, modern
lets and airliners.

ARMOURED
VEHICLES I
Tanks, Uucksand
missiles, all in
'00/HO'scale, for
use with Airlix
litures.

FIGURESI
Over 35 different selsot
'00(110' scale figures

,Jb>

JL.,

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits

passengersIha
ny previous airljr

superb Airfix model-
pletewithmulti whee
ercarriige-is 19* long
i2i/e.

Th

rticles. conversions lor modelling enthusi*
onth in AIRFIX MAGAZINE. 2/6 from your
hop or newsagent.


